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SUMMARY 

The objective of this effort was to demonstrate the fabrication, characterization, and 
boresighting capabilities of a unique beam sampling component known as the Grating Beam 
Combiner (GBC). The concept is a significant alternative to the full-aperture holographic 
sampler. It diffracts samples of an outgoing high-energy infrared (IR) beam and an 
incoming designator beam in the same direction independent of angle of incidence on the 
grating. 

Two samples of the proposed component were produced and characterized. In addition, 
a higher efficiency sample was produced and used for a laboratory demonstration of the 
unique sampling and boresighting properties of the GBC. 

The characterization task included not only conventional grating parameters, such as 
groove depth and diffracted wavefront quality, but also addressed measurement of skew 
between the two component grating frequencies and their actual ratio. 

Analysis of the GBC treats the sensitivity of its performance to skew and frequency 
ratio residuals. Specific requirements for the holographic pattern generation process to 
achieve small residuals are  discussed. 

The GBC has been successfully demonstrated and appears to be a viable candidate for 
generic two-wavelength beam sampling requirements. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Accurate beam control is a fundamental requirement on all high-energy laser (HEL) 
system designs. Basically, this means that a diffraction-limited beam must be emitted and 
kept on target. The purpose of the Gratin; Beam Combiner (GBC) Program is to develop a key 
element of a beam control system concept designated the Total Optical Control System 
(TOCS). The grating beam combiner is a compound grating designed to provide beam samples 
that are diffracted in the same direction, independent of angle of incidence, provided the 
input beams are exactly counterpropagating. 

The objectives of this effort were: 

- To analyze the fabrication tolerances of the GBC and their implications for system 
design. 

- To fabricate small-scale GBC's using manufacturing processes and materials 
appropriate to a full-scale version to produce: (1) a GBC whose groove depths and 
frequencies are those of an operational design appropriate to the Large Optics 
Demonstration Experiment (LODE) and (2) a second GBC with depths and frequencies suitable 
for a laboratory boresight demonstration experiment. 

- To characterize the fabricated GBC's by measuring the frequencies, groove depths, 
optical figure, and diffracted wavefront quality. 

- To demonstrate the boresighting performance of the GBC in the laboratory, 
specifically showing the invariance of the co-boresighting with angle of incidence. 

The feature that differentiates the TOCS concept from other beam control systems is 
that incoming beam sampling is combined with high-energy beam sampling in a unique manner. 
Figure 1-1 shows a simplified block diagram of the TOCS concept. The target is illuminated 
with a ultraviolet (UV) laser. The return UV energy is directed to the wavefront/tilt 
sensor by the grating beam combiner. The wavefront error of the transmitter optics (and 
atmosphere, if any) and target direction are  measured and subsequently corrected by 
deformable/tilt mirror no. 1. The GBC also samples the high-energy beam and sends the 
sample to the common wavefront/tilt sensor that commands the deformable/tilt mirror no. 2 
to "clean up" the high-energy beam and send it in the same direction as the incident UV 
beam. The net result is that a high optical quality high-energy beam is directed to the 
target without the requirement for accurately boresighting or mechanically referencing 
separate systems together. 

The feasibility of the wavefront/tilt sensor and the deformable tilt mirrors has been 
demonstrated on other programs and their development is continuing. This contract 
addresses the development of the grating beam combiner portion of the overall TOCS 
concept. 
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2. ANALYSIS 

2.1 GBC PRINCIPLE 

The grating beam combiner (GBC) utilizes two grating frequences and a retroreflector 
to co-boresight an infrared (IR) diffraction order with an ultraviolet (UV) diffraction 
order. The concept is shown schematically in Fig. 2.1. 

Most of the IR energy is reflected by the GBC. A weaker non-zero diffraction order is 
sent to a retroreflector, from which it returns and is diffracted again. The two diffrac- 
tions provide an IR sample sufficiently attenuated (by about 10"^) for a wavefront sen- 
sor. 

The UV beam, a return from an illuminated target, is incident antiparallel to the 
outgoing IR beam. It diffracts once from the GBC. Because of the extreme wavelength ratio, 
it is possible to diffract the weaker UV beam* with much higher efficiency (about 30%). 

The grating equations that govern these diffractions are: 

sin 9 i' + sin 0 = mXißfi first diffraction of IR 

sin 0 + sin9jR = n\jRf2 second diffraction of IR 

sin (-öi) + sinöyy = pXijyfi diffraction of UV 

The meanings of the various angles are illustrated in Fig. 2-1. 

Combining the three equations so that sinp and sine, are eliminated yields 

-sin 0IR + sin 9 uv = mXiRfi - n^IR^2 + P*UVfl 

*It is not necessary that the designator beam be UV or that the HEL beam be any par- 
ticular IR wavelength. A solution can  be found for any pair of wavelengths. 

•   '     IM".  •   •      '  • ' j 
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For the boresight condition, ö^ = Oyy  requiring 

f2 _ mXiR 4 pxuy 

fl     nxIR 

So long as the two spatial frequencies are in this ratio the diffracted orders will be 
boresighted in the same direction, independent of their angle of incidence on the 
grating. Hence, any boresight difference measured by a sensor is related only to the off- 
set between the outgoing IR and the incoming UV beams. 

In practice, tolerances on GBC frequency ratio and residual misalignment between fre- 
quencies generate some apparent offset even when the target is boresighted. These are 
analyzed in Section 2.3 and are shown to be small for achievable tolerances on these pa- 
rameters. 

A more general design is described in Appendix A. 

2.2 GRATING EFFICIENCY 

In general, the efficiency of a simple plane grating is a complicated function of 
groove profile, wavelength, angle of incidence, and substrate optical constants. For an 
infinitely conducting substrate having sinusoidal grooves whose depth is small compared to 
the period, at a wavelength short compared to the penod, scalar theory predicts 

e    - I2 en - Jn (?) 
where £n = efficiency of n-th order diffraction = 

n-th order intensity/total intensity 

ö= peak-to-peak sinusoidal groove depth 

X = wavelength 

These conditions are satisfied with the GBC at the assumed ultraviolet wavelength 
(x = 0.35 urn). At X = 2.7 urn, the ratio X/d is 0.54. This is a regime where scalar theory 
does not strictly hold, though it represents reasonable accuracy for design purposes. 
Actual efficiency at 2.7 urn will depend to some extent on polarization and angle of inci- 
dence. 

For the operational grating, second-order is selected for the IR diffractions so that 
low efficiency diffraction and high reflectance of the HEL beam is achieved. 
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The scalar efficiency formulas that govern this design are 

:2.7 • M^MS^M^M^J •f<",f<"1 

£
0-35 = Jl2(ö3i)J02(ö3l) 

=  g(xi) h(x2) 

where Ex = efficiency at wavelength x 

x\t  x2 = peak-to-peak groove depth 

The efficiency factors f, g, and h are plotted in Figs. 2-2 and 2-3. From the above for- 
mulas and the curves, the design values (Section 2.5) for grating groove depth can be 
understood in terms of their effect on efficiency at the two wavelengths and tolerances 
thereon. Groove depth x\  is chosen for maximum first-order diffraction efficiency at 
0.35 um. Groove depth x2 is chosen so that, in conjunction with the chosen value of x\,  a 
low diffraction efficiency (1.4 x 10"H) for the IR sample beam is achieved. 

A computation of the direction and efficiency of IR and UV orders (up to 10th order) 
diffracted by the operational GBC is summarized in Tables 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3. Approximately 
3% of the energy is diffracted out of the HEL beam. This energy must be absorbed or 
dumped out of the system. 

2.3 BORESIGHT ERRORS BETWEEN WAVEFRONT SENSOR BEAMS—FIRST-ORDER FORMULAS 

There are several causes of boresight differences between the UV and IR wavefront sen- 
sor beams. Fabricated to perfection, with precisely counter-propagating beams illuminating 
it, the GBC will, as has been shown, produce sample beams that are  exactly co-aligned. If 
either the spatial frequency ratio or the alignment between spatial frequencies departs 
from the design values, offsets will be introduced. Departures from antiparallel ism be- 
tween the incoming UV and outgoing IR also produce boresight differences that the wavefront 
sensor is designed to measure. 
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Table 2-1 ~ Intensities and Directions of Orders Diffracted 
by the GBC From the Incident HEL Beam 
(f?i • 60°, Incident Intensity • 1) 

SORTED   BY   ANGLE: 
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Table 2-2 -- Intensities and Directions of Orders Diffracted 
by the GBC From the Retroreflector Return 

SORTED   P> ANGI F : 
ANGLE INTFNISITV             I 1RDERS 
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3.786 C.462E-61              1 e. -8) 
4.648 C.440E-49 

:|: ?) 5.7 98 CO 
6.663 C.518E-41              I -5. 6) 
7.818 0.0 -5. 6) 
8.686 C.3121*33 

C.833E-26 
-<t. l\ 10.721 -3. 

12.76y C.80ÖE-19             1 -2. 3) 
14.834 C192E-12 -1. 2) 

mil C .505E-07 
".680E-0f' ?: ol 

21.163 C255E-1 1 2. -1) 
23.330 " .106E-17 3. -2) 
25.533 
27.777 

Cll 1E-24 4. -3) 
C.<.14E-3r 5. -4) 

30.068 C ,6nöE-<tC 6. -5) 
31.066 CO 6. -5) 

li:JJ] C.584F-4P 7. "§i 0.275E-6/ 
0.2 7 3E-56 

-7. 
34.822 8. -7) 
35.875 C729E-5' -6. 8) 
37.303 i .803E-65 9. -8) 
38.391 .U2E-4'             1 -5. 7) 
39.868 (. .0 -5. 7) 
40.997 C.9 19E-3''' -4. 6) 

Xlllll 8:li8:fe :j: ?! 
«9.555 C.226E-U              1 -i. 3) 
52.752 C13SE-1C 0. 2) 

6o!ooo ?:imp |: & 
64.293 . .4011*1* 3. -1) 
69.394 r .938f -21 4. -2) 
76.174 ,.fe24E-2c 5. -3) 

Urn   I / i   -"^ :—•--.- '•••••• i..*. i.^'..      . ••-—— ...   • 



PORTED BY 
ANGLF 

ANGLF 

•29 .2ft9 
•25 .033 
•2* .7*6 
•20 .958 
•20 .67" 
•20 .ft02 

:\t .991 
. >J4 

•16 .44« 
•16 .177 
•13 .106 

.839 •12 
•12 .573 
•12 .306 
•12 .QftO 

.282 -9 
-9 • Old 
-P .756 
-8 .ft92 
-8 .2 30 
-7 .967 
-6 .ft99 
-5 .2 3? 
-4 .977 
-4 .716 
-A .455 
-<> .19ft 
-3 ,93ft 
-1 . 7ft 0 
-1 .4 80 
-1 .220 
-0 .960 
-0 .700 
-0 .ftftO 
-0 .180 

.080 0 
2 .012 
2 .27? 

2 m 
3 052 
1 .313 
3 573 
j 8 3ft 
ft 09ft 
5 77? 
6. 0 33 
6. ?9* 
6. 55b 
6. 8 18 
7, 080 
7, 3ft2 
/. 60ft 
7. 866 
8. 129 
9. 557 
9. 821 

10. CPft 

18: 3ft9 
613 

10. P7H 

IMTT NSIrv 

C.847E-3C; 
C.134E-36 
C.995E-37 
C.172E-3? 
0.157E-33 
r.9ftftE-3' 
C .1 7sE-2c 

•".232E-: 

ORDERS 

0, 
C i 
c, 
0, 
r, 

•30 
,1ft9E-31 
.704E-33 
.134E-2<- 
,20ftE-27 
.191E-2« 
.1 I IE-29 
.3991-31 
,763E-2ft 
•15fcf-2ft 
,1936-25 
.14 3E-26 
.631E-2." 
.165F-29 
,3011 -21 
.697E-2? 
.16CE-22 

C .lftftE-23 
C.80BE-25 
0.26CE-26 
0.463E-2* 
C.75 7E-19 
C363E-1? 
C.850E-2C 
r.l 12E-2C 
' .817E-2? 
0.333E-23 
C.732E-25 
C.809E-27 
C.107E-16 
C .6 8 9E-1 7 
(.335E-17 
C .634E-1P 
C .C33E-19 
I .337E-20 
C.938E-2? 
C.128E-2". 
C.747E-2? 
0 .66 2E-15 
C . 1 2 5E - 1 ft 
C. 84SI-15 
f .25UE-15 
C.359E-lf 
r .261E-17 
f .9«bl-1« 
0.1ME-20 
...i tef-22 
C.267F-25 
C.9«2E-Ift 
r.777E-n 
C. 1 1 9E - 1 2 

h\\mi 
( .lftfcE-lft 

(   -6.-10) 
(-10.    -5) 

(-10. 
(-10. 
( -9. 
(-10. 
( -9. 
(   -&. 

1-15: 
( -8. 
(   -7. 
-10. 

( -9. 
( -6. 
( -7. 

-6. 
-10. 

( -9. 
(   -3. 
! "7> (   -6. 
(   -5. 
(-10. 
i   -?. 
(   -7. 
( -6. 
( -5, 
1   -4. 
(-10. 
(   -9. 

I --87'. 
( -6. 
(   -5, 

I :!: 
(-10. 
(   -9. 

I :»: 
( -6. 
(   -5. 

\ :|: 
( -2. 
(-10. 
( -9. 
( -8. 
( -7. 
( -6. 
( -5. 
< -ft. 
( -3. 
( -2. 
( -1. 
(-10. 
( -9. 
( -8. 

I '-I: 
(   -5, 

•10) 
-9) 

-10) 
-8) 
-9) 

•10) 
-7) 
-8) 
-9) 

•10) 
-6) 
-7) 
-8) 
•9) 

•6) 
-7) 
-8) 
-9) 

•10) 
-ft) 

--U 
-7) 
-8) 
-9) 

•10) 
-3) 
-ft) 
-5) 
-6) 
-7) 
-8) 

-I9o) 
-2) 
-3) 

31 
-b) 
-7) 

:| 
•10) 
-1) 

31 
-<t) 

-5) 

:67i 
-8) 
-9) 

'8! 
-i) 
-2) 

:*l 
-5) 

Tab« 
by tfl 

n.ift2 C.734EJ 

MM rllME-l 
11.938 >   '.4 0 6E-B 
12.20ft 0.78 7E -• 

11:111 } ;fi'tj:l 
13.920 C !737F-B 
1ft .188 C.6H7F-B 
1ft.456 (  . 35 7E -• 
1ft.725 0.58 4E-B 
1ft.99ft C.4 17E-B 
15.263 C.128E-B 
15.533 C . 1 5 3E -• 
15.802 ^ . 5 7 i)^ -M 
16.073 C • 1 2 4 E -1 
16.344 C • 25 7E -H 
17.276 
17.547 cl777E-M 
17.820 cIl09F-« 
18.093 f . 5 5 OE - M 
18.367 

cl 14 7E-J 18.641 
18.916 0 • 16 ft E - • 
19.191 C.729E-« 
19.ft66 
19.7ft? 

C.118E-M 
f.6?6E-l| 

20.018 C .169E-1 
20.295 C.406F-2 
20.573 C.747E-2 

C .75 7F-I ?1.2ft9 
71.528 C . 1 2 51 -1 
21.807 r .737E-1 
22.088 C.615E-Ö 

C.3KE-0 22.369 
22.650 (.2O7E-0 
22.932 ; .414E-0 
23.2 1^ 
23.49" 

'   .2h7fc-0 
<  .67 if. -1 

23.7R1 C.407E-1 
24.066 v .1ME-1 
74.351 
7ft.636 

(. .57CE-1 
T.118E-2 

24.923 O.B09F-2 
25.333 • '.301E-2 
25.621 
25.910 

(  .8h9E-1 
0.119E-I 

?6.1«9 C..55CE-0 
26.489 C .462E-0i 
26.780 0.17EE-0 
27.0 71 (.5'3E-0 

C.723E-0] 27.36ft 
27.657 C.?65F-0^ 
27.951 (.231E-1Q 
28.2ft5 
28.5ftl c>>?a-iA 
2R.837 0.15 IE-11 
29.13ft C.128E-22 

0.4ME-2* 29,ft32 
29.560 C.76 3F-21 
29.860 0.363fc-H 
30.160 
30.461 

0.843E-13 

C.312F-01 30.763 
31 .066 (" .lrll-3«. 

ium C.36 2E-ÖJ 
r .iö?E-51 

"M .9P1 C .66 7t -Oft 

t mm** 



Table 2-3 --   Intensities and Directions of Orders Diffracted 
by the GBC From the UV Beam (ei  » 60°,   Incident  Intensity •  1) 

11.1*2 

i um 
11.938 
12.204 

13:2*3 
13.9 20 

18H 
4 56 
725 
994 
263 
5 33 
802 
073 
344 

17.2 75 
17.547 
17.820 
18.091 
18.367 

14 
14 
14 
14 
15 
15 
15 
16 
16 

ihm 
23.781 

066 

III 
92 3 
333 

24, 
24, 
24, 
24, 
25, 

tt: 
26, 
26. 

[}; 
27. 
27 

(-7l 
910 
199 
48) 
780 
0 71 
364 
6*7 

27.951 
28.24'. 
28.541 
28.8 37 
29.114 
29.43/ 
29.5 6U 
29.860 
30.160 
10.461 
30. 76 3 
31 .066 

ii-jft 
•*1 .481 

C. 7 HE-16 
I . 166F -17 
('•. 1ME-I '• 
( .4065- -22 
^.7H7f -2/ 

t .73 7F-1 1 
.8K 7F-1 1 

< .35 7E-11 
.'I.5H4F -1 2 
0.4 iff-I 3 
r .128f -14 
( .15 3( -Ü 
i. .520F-1'- 
C.124E-22 
C .25 7t -25 
0.107E-16 
( . 7 7 7F - 1 ? 
C.1091-09 
'.55jf-3" 

18.641 ( .14 ft-j1) 
18.9U, C.1ME-K 
19.191 C. 7291 -12 
19.466 I-.11MF-J- 

(.5 26F-I' 19.7*2 
20.018 ( .159E-19 
20.295 0.406f-22 
20.5 73 
21 .249 

( .747E-26 
( .75 /f -1" 

21.528 ( , 125t -1 4 
21 .807 r .717E-11 
22.088 
22.369 

C .8 15F-0H 
C.312E-07 

22.650 (. .20 7F-0 7 
22.932 : .4J4F-0^ 

' .67 )t -1 1 
C.407E-1 3 
v .161E-1* 
(..520E-17 
*. 11 fit-22 
0.809F-2 7 
' .30U-21 
< .fi».9f-1 7 
0.I19E-12 
C .55Cf -Or< 
(.4621-0' 
C.J28E-05 
C.723E-07 
• .26 5F-QH 
( .231f -li 
C.125E-1 ! 
i .526F-H 
I.151E-1" 
Q. 1281-21 o.4fc3|-?s 
>;. 7r. <F -^4 
( .3531-1« 
U.84 3E-15 
r.F.8 7F-ll 
C.312F-G7 
C .l°ll '01 
|   .3(,2L-04 
f .102E-04 
t   .66 7i -06 

(    -4. 

I :|: 
-i. 
0.' 

•IS: 
-8. 
-7. 
-6. 
-5. 
-4, 
-3. 
-2. 
-1. 
0. 
1 .• 

-10. 
-9. 
-8. 
-7. 

-4. 
-3. 

:?: 
0. 
1. 

-i$: 
-9. 
-8, 
-7, 
-6. 
-5. 
-4. 

:?: :|) 
-i 
0, 

h -%\ 
3. 

•10. 
-9. 
-8. 
-7. 

-6) 

-l\ 
-9) 

•10) 

li 
-i) 
-21 
-3) 
-4) 
-5) 
-6) 

-l\ 
-9» 

•10) 
2) 

li 
-i > 

:fi 
-4 ) 
-5) 

31 
-8) 
-9) 
,03l 
2) 
1 ) 

-VI 
-2) 

3) 

-II 
-6) 
-7) 

"SI 
10) 
4) 
3) 
2) 
1) 

32. 7 88 

-6, 0) 

-4. :J 
-3. -3) 
-2. -4 ) 

1: 31 
i. -7) 
2. -8) 
3. -9) 
4.- •10) 

-10. 5) 
-9. 4) 
-8. H -7. 
-6, 1 ) 
-5. 0) 
-4, 
-3, :»1 
-2. -3) 

33 .215 
33 .5 26 
33 .«39 

.973 3 3 
34 .152 
34 .287 
34 .6 02 
34 .919 
35 .236 
35 .55* 
35 .8 75 
36 .197 
36 .520 
36 .C44 
37 .169 
3 7 .4 96 
37 .825 
38 .154 
38 
38 .6 28 
3P .819 
38 .96/ 
39 >153 .297 39 
39 .634 
39 .972 
40 .312 
4 0 .654 
40 .997 
41 .343 

4*2 
.690 
.0 39 

42 .390 
42 .743 
43 .098 
43 .455 
43 .609 
43 .814 
43 .96 9 
44 . 1 75 
44 ,331 
44 ,53<"> 
44 .6 96 
4 5 .062 
45 .432 
45 803 
46 177 
46 .554 
46 .934 
47 .316 
47 .700 
48 088 
48 .479 
4P 8 72 
40 04? 
49 2 6^ 
It'4 440 
49 669 
49. 842 

073 50 
50 246 
50. 4 79 
50 65S 
5 1 .067 
51 .4«? 

0.91/t-'.'5- ( -1. -4) 

kmt-i\ 1 ?: •l\ 
0 .1536 -I» ( 2. -7) 
C.164F-2'. t 3. -8) 
(. .7 Sit-2- ( 4. -9) 
r .1341- -26 (- 10. b) 
•'. . 16',t-29 ( 5.- 10) 
i .097E-22 ( -9. 5) 
(..335E-17 
(.629E-13 1 :?: | 
C .5O3E-09 ( -6. 2) 
r.l23F-C5 ( -5. 1) 
( .536E-03 ( -4, -II C.632f -03 ( -3. 
C.94U -04 ( -2. -2) 
T.23 0E-05 ( -1 . -3) 
C.2791 -?r 

a. 2 311 -1 .- ( ?: 3! 
O.llfcE-13 ( 2. -6) 
C.166E-17 ( 3. -7) 
r.93rF-22 
C.174E-» 1- 4, •fl •10. 
C.26GE-26 ( 5. -9) 
C.15 8E-24 ( -9. 6) 
C.399E-31 
C .850E-2C 

( 6.- •10} 
( -8. 

C.250F-1* ( -7, 4) 
C . 3^ 7E - 11 ( -6. 3) 
i .2C. 7E -o7 ( -5, 2) 
'.362F-04 ( -4, 1) 
C.93&E-02 ( -3, 0) 
" .5*3C-G2 ( -2, -1) 
(' .324E-03 ( -1. -2) 
C .703E-0* ( 0. -3) 
C.9KE-0« ( 1. -4) 
C.673E-11 ( 2, -5) 
p.l2e£-I« 
'  .l?4t-E-19 

( 3. -6) 
( 4. -7) 

0.172F-32 (• -10. 8) 
C.3V3E-23 ( 5. -8) 
C.2G4E-27 ( -9. 7) 
0.63 IE -2B ( 6. -9) 
( .150?-17 ( -8. 6) 
r . 7 u 4 L - 3 3 ( 7. -10) 
(  .634F-JF 
C.142E-I3 

( -7. 5) 
( -6. 4) 

C. 14 7£ -Zc> ( -5. 3) 
( .5<<Jt-06 ( -4, 2) 
0.6 32E-0J ( 

:|: 
1) 

( .86 5F-0 1 ( 0) 
( .201E-01 ( -i. -1) 
0.991F-04 ( 0. -2) 
0.230E-C5 ( 1: l43| (. 265E-0P. ( 
C.72 9E-1? ( 3. -5) 
( .734h -if, ( 4. -6) 
'v. 1 3^f -3' ( -10. 9) 
' .337E-2C. i 5. -|l :'.202L-3C -9. 
0.80BE-25 ( 6. -8) 
0.19 3E-25 
t.l 1 1E-2 9 i *»: -31 
0.1l?fc-2C ( -7. 6) 
C .94 4F-3r ( B.- -10) 
V .^tf-lt ( -6, 5) 
C.5>-4t-12 ( -5. 4) 
(' .4 1 4F -08 ( -4, 3) 

1- 11 

——»^^    • I   III ' 

l^lA^JM k:^^ ^" .-.l. .. .t! ~- 



nd Directions of Orders Diffracted 
(«i  = 60°,  Incident  Intensity = 1) 

32.29* 

H:3& 
33.215 
33.526 
33.R39 
33.973 
34.152 
34.287 
34.602 
34.919 
35.236 
35.55^ 
35.e75 
36.197 
36.520 
36.E44 
37.169 
37.496 
37.825 
38.154 
38.486 
38.628 
3P.819 
38.962 
39.153 
39.297 
39.634 
39.97? 
40.312 
40.654 
40.997 
41.343 
41.690 
42.039 
42.390 
42.743 
43.098 
43.455 
43.609 
43.814 
43.969 
44.175 
44.331 
44.531 
44 .6 96 
45.06? 
45.43? 
45.803 
46.177 
46.554 
46.934 
47.316 
47.700 
4e.088 
4P .479 
4P.87? 
4°.042 
49.2 69 
4^.4 40 
49.669 
49.84? 
50.073 
50.246 
50.479 
50.655 
51.067 
51 .4«? 

C.912E-0R 

S:IMMS 
0.153E-16 
C.164E-2I, 
C.752I-25 
C.134F-26 
C.165E-2«) 
C.897E-22 
C.335F-17 
( .629E-I3 
0.50 3E-09 
C.123E-C5 
t .536E-03 
0.6326-53 
H.941E-04 
C230E-05 
C.279E-DF 
0.231E-1C 
O.llcF-13 
C.166E-17 
C.93rF-2? 
C.174E-2C' 
C.26CF -26 
C.15BE-24 
C.399E-31 
C.850E-2C 
C.2S0E-15 
C.35 7E-11 
f .2(>7E-J7 
C .362E-04 
C.936E-02 
•" .5*3E-0? 
C.324F-Ö3 
;:.703E-c 
C.9I:E-O« 
0.673E-11 
0.1?öE-l« 
C .94rE-19 
0.172E-32 
C.333E-23 
C.20*5-27 
0.631E-2P 
C.150E-2? 
C..704E-33 
(.634F-lf 
C142E-13 
C.H7E-09 
C .5c3E-06 
C.632E-Ü1 

C .665F-01 
C .201E-03 
0.991F-0'. 
0.23CE-C5 
( .2656-08 
C.729E-1? 
(.734F-16 
f,.13"t-3' 
•' .337E-2'. 
".202E-3C 
0.808E-25 
0.193E-25 
C.II 1E-29 
0.1126-20 
.', .94 4E-3r 

Ct35)E-lf 
<: ,bf-4F-1? 
f .414F-0P 

'1 

( -1. 

i ?: 
( 2, 
( 3. 

I-10: 
< 5. 
< -9. 

I :f: 
( -6. 
( -5. 
( -4, 
( -3. 
( -2. 
( -1. 

I h 
( 2. 
( 3. 

I-10: 
( 5. 
( -9, 
( &•• ( -8. 
( -7, 
( -6. 
( -5. 
( -4, 
( -3. 
( -2. 

i 0. 
1. 

( 2. 
( 3. 
( 4. 
(-10. 
( 5. 
( -9. 
( 6. 
( -8. 
( 7. 
( -7. 
( -S. 
< -5. 
( -4. 
( 

•1. 
0. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

(-10. 
( *• ( -9. 
( 6. 
( -8. 
1 7. 
( -7. 
( 3. 
< -6. 
< -5. 
( -4, 

-4) 

-l\ 
-7) 
-8) 

1) 
10) 
5) 

31 
2) 
1) 

-« 
-2) 
-3) 

31 
-6) 
-7) 

-9) 
6) 

•!« 
4) 
3) 
2) 
1) 
0) 

-1) 
-2) 
-3) 
-4) 
-5) 
-6) 
-7) 
8) 

-8) 
7) 

-9) 
6) 

•10) 
5) 
4) 
3) 
2) 
1) 
0) 

-1) 
-2) 

31 
-5) 
-6) 
9) 

-7) 
3) 

-8) 

-II 
6) 

•10) 
5> 
4) 
3) 

11 

51.901 

53.620 
54.060 
54.506 
54.956 
55.150 
55.411 
55.608 
55.872 
56.071 
56.338 
56.539 
56.910 
57.014 
57.288 
57.494 
57.981 
58.475 
58.976 
59.4P4 
60.000 
60.524 

turn 
62.150 
62.711 
62.956 
63.284 
63.533 
63.868 

&:m 
64.725 
65.075 
65.340 
65.699 
65.971 
66.618 
67.282 
67.964 
68.668 
69.394 
70.146 
70.926 
71.738 
72.587 
73.478 
73.874 
74.4 18 
74.838 
75.4 17 
75.866 
76.4P9 
76.974 
77.650 
78.IP? 
79.527 
81 .069 
82.93» 
85.525 

»2E-04 
S3E-0 2 

»5E-37 
iöE-14 

c. 19; 

E:W1 

(   -3.      2) 

41 
(    1. -2) 
(      2, -I 
(      3. -4) 
(      4. -5) 
(-10. 10) 

I -3: "I) 
(      6. -7) 
(    -8. 8) 
{    7- -8) 
(    -7. M 
(      8. -9) 
(    -6, 6) 

i -?.- •10| 

( -4, 4) 
( -3. 3) 
< -2. 2) 
< -1. 1) 
<      0, 0) 
(    1. -1) 
1    2- -?\ l      3. -31 
(      4. -4 ) 
(      5. -5) 
(   -9. 10) 
(      6. -6) 
(   -6. 9) 
(      7, -7) 
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As shown in Appendix B, the boresight error due to a grating spatial frequency ratio 
error is: 

A0UV-IR ycose m) y^i y 

where: f\    =  grating frequency no. 1 
n  = IR order diffracted into wavefront sensor 
AIR = IR wavelength 
öiR = angle of diffraction of IR order 

AöuV-IR = azimuthal boresight error 
ö(^2/^l) = design spatial frequency ratio-actual ratio 

The error due to a skew, €, between grating frequencies (i.e., angular misalign- 
ment in the grating plane) is simply 

A0is an elevation error and adds in quadrature to azimuthal errors. 

The boresight errors seen by the wavefront sensor due to input beam misalignment are 

A0UV-IR 

APUV-IR = W\ 

/cos j \ 
\cos eIRj

Aei 

2.4 BORESIGHT ERRORS BETWEEN WAVEFRONT SENSOR BEAMS—NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 

To check the first-order analyses in Section 2.3, an exact numerical calculation of 
the boresight errors was performed. The code treats each incident, intermediate, and final 
beam as a ray (3-D vector). Following the initial diffraction of the IR beam and its 
return by the retroreflector, the inter-grating skew is introduced as an exact rotation. 
The actual frequency ratio is also introduced exactly. 

The simulation has been carried out for a grid of skews and frequency ratio residuals. 
For each case, the UV-IR beam skew (both x and y components) were calculated: (1) versus 
angle of incidence and (2) versus input boresight error. 

Typical results of this simulation for an operational GBC are given in Figs. 2-4 and 
2-5. In both figures, the y-axis is the overall magnitude of the skew. As predicted, out- 
put beam skew depends linearly on input beam skew, with an offset if there is a frequency 
ratio residual. The input boresight offset was specified to be purely azimuthal, so the 
compound effect when frequency ratio residual is nonzero is still a purely azimuthal out- 
put skew. 
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Fig. 2-4 -- Beam skew versus input boresight offset 
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Fig. 2-5 -- Beam skew versus incidence angle 
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1 
The boresight invariance of the GBC is impacted slightly by a frequency ratio resid- 

ual. This is shown in Fig. 2-5 to be 3 urad/degree at an angle of incidence of 60°, a 
small effect relative to the offset. The uppermost of these curves results from the addi- 
tion in quadrature of nonzero vertical and horizontal components of output error. By 
itself, inter-grating skew does not affect the boresight invariance at all. 

2.5 DESIGN PARAMETER SUMMARY 

Two versions of the grating beam combiner were designed and fabricated: (1) an opera- 
tional grating with frequencies and groove depths appropriate to LODE, and (2) a high- 
efficiency design for use in a laboratory boresight demonstration using helium-neon 
wavelengths (0.6328 and 3.39 um). The design parameters for these gratings are summarized 
in Table 2-4. 

The performance of the grating beam combiner will depend on how closely it approaches 
its design specifications. Accordingly, a set of tolerances applicable to the GBC were 
established and are summarized in Table 2-5. These represented a composite goal for com- 
ponents fabricated on this program. 

Table 2-4 -- Design Specifications 

Operational Grating       Boresight Demonstration Grating 

m,n,p ±2, ±2, +1 ±1, ±1, ±1 

XiR 2.7 um 3.39 um 

X(jV 0.35 u"i 0.6328 um 

f2/fi 0.9352 1.1866 

xi 0.10 yin 0.1 um 

X2 0.028 um 0.1 um 

f! (5.00 um)"1 (5.933 um)'1 

f2 (5.346 um)"1 (5.00 um)"1 

Efficiencies 

eiR 1.4 x 10-11 

eyv 0.30 
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Table 2-5 -- Design Tolerances—Operational  Grating 

Frequency ratio residual 

AFR = 1 
(actual ratioX 
design ratio/ 

1.0 x 10- 

Boresight error due to AFR 

A 9 
_/flnMR \ 
\cose IR/ 

AFR 

Skew between frequencies 

Surface figure (rms) 

2.0 x 10-4 rad 

1.5 x lO"4 rad 

0.025 vm 

Groove figure (rms] 0.02 X 

Diffracted wavefront quality 

IR sample beam (rms) 
UV sample beam )rms) 

1.5 x 10-4 rad 

0.07XIR 
0.15 XuV 

Diffraction efficiency uniformity ^JUll 
-max 

IR sample beam 
UV sample beam 

40% 
90% 
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3. GRATING FABRICATION 

3.1 SEQUENCE OF PROCESSES 

The fabrication of the final GBC consisted of five process steps: (1) 
substrate manufacture, (2)photoresist coating, (3) exposure, (4) development, 
and (5) ion milling. Each step was accompanied by process control measurement to 
quantify its performance. The following sections describe the development of 
each process step. All process steps are  readily scalable to sizes required on 
operational high-energy lasers. 

Early in the program a contact printing process was attempted. Instead of 
direct exposure of the photoresist in the interferometer, a grating transparency 
was made on high-resolution plates and contact-printed onto the photoresist. If 
successful this process would have eliminated the need for an ultrastable inter- 
ferometer since the photographic exposure is approximately 3 seconds versus 
direct photoresist exposure times of as much as 1 hour. Unfortunately, the grain 
of the photographic emulsion generated a relief pattern in the photoresist, 
causing the grating to scatter a lot of energy. Thus, direct photoresist expo- 
sure in the interferometer was selected as an alternative approach. 

3.2 SUBSTRATE MANUFACTURE 

The substrates used on this program are  electroless nickel-coated aluminum.* 
The nickel is a 125-um-thick electroless coating into which the grating relief 
is transferred by ion milling to form the final grating. The nickel was polished 
to A/10 over a 3-in. circular region. Substrates are  rectangular, 3 by 4 by 
3/4 in. thick. 

Because the exposure process selected uses coherent illumination, reflec- 
tions from the metal substrate can interfere to generote standing waves (see 
Fig. 3-1). To prevent this, an antireflection coating designed for use under 
photoresist is applied to the nicke:. An analysis of the standing wave pattern 
and the details of the coating design are  given in Appendices C and D. 

*This was chosen as being representative of a cooled mirror substrate. The pro- 
cess used is applicable to virtually any material that can be optically 
polished. 
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(a) Exposure no. 1 

Beam 2 

- (b) Exposure no. 2 [rotated as indicated 
from orientation in (a)] 

Fig. 3-1 -- Standing wave patterns for both GBC exposure geometries 
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3.3 PHOTORESIST COATING 

The coating of the antireflection-coated substrates with photoresist is a difficult 
step and two different approaches have been explored. The goal was to achieve an optically 
flat coating of uniform thickness. 

Dip coating was selected initially because it is scalable to large substrates. The 
rectangular shape had been specified because it is most compatible with dipping. The dip- 
coater was Itek-built, consisting of a slow motion pulley mechanism over a photoresist 
reservoir. The mechanism is enclosed to ensure a uniform draft-free environment and is 
capable of pulling the heavy substrates used on this program at a selectable uniform draw 
rate. 

The photoresist coating operation begins with the thorough cleaning and baking (1 hr, 
200°C) of the substrate to eliminate impurities and to drive off all solvents. After 
cooling to ambient temperature, the sample is suspended in the coater and lowered into the 
reservoir. After reaching thermal equilibrium with the photoresist bath, the pulley mecha- 
nism is started and remains activated until the substrate is clear of the bath surface. 

The thickness of the resulting coating varies with the draw rate and dilution of the 
photoresist bath. Thicknesses from 0.2 to 1.8 ym have been achieved with dilutions in the 
range of 1/3 to 1/5 (parts photoresist/parts solvent) at a draw rate of 8 mm/min. 

Dip coating produces acceptable uniform coatings only when the draw cycle is unin- 
terrupted by vibrations or a fluctuation in pull rate. This was not generally found to be 
the case over a large number of trials. The yield was very low. 

As an alternative to further experimentation with the dip coating process, a modifica- 
tion of the spin coating technique was tried. Since the  substrates are massive relative to 
semiconductor wafers, it was not possible to achieve the higher angular accelerations that 
are generally required. By working with a lower photoresist dilution, it is possible to 
achieve a uniform coating even at lower speeds before the film has begun to dry. Extreme 
care is still required, for if drying proceeds slowly enough that radial flow is not 
stopped, a "stringing" relief pattern is produced. Illustrations of coating imperfections 
that occur with both dip and spin coating are given in Section 4.6. This technique, which 
we call "whirl" coating, produced excellent quality coated sub-strates with a good yield. 

3.4 EXPOSURE 

3-4.1    Process   Interferometer 

The grating exposure process must satisfy those requirements generally associated with 
holographic recording.  These include high optical  quality, total  absence of stray coherent 
light, and good fringe visibility.  The  interferometer setup is shown  in Fig.  3-2.  The 
argon laser source is expanded using a microscope objective and spatial  filter and colli- 
mand with an nff-axis section of a 16-in. paraboloid.  The expanded beam is split using a 

•• dielectrically coated 12.5-in. glass beam splitter at Brewster's angle (to eliminate a 
secondary reflection from the back  surface). A compensator in the unexpanded beam rotates 
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12.5-in. beam splitter 
with dielectric 
coating- 

Rotary 
table 

Coated 
substrate 

Annular 
reference 
grating 

Pneumatically suspended optical table Flat mirror 

Fig. 3-2 — Process interferometer 
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r 
its polarization to the s state. Because the angle between the interfering beams 
is only 5°, the impact on fringe visibility is negligible (at 90°, no fringes 
would be formed; see Appendix E), 

The spatial uniformity of the interfering beams is limited by what can be done using 
conventional optics and spatial filters. The Gaussian shape of the raw beam can not be 
completely flattened in this way and there is a sharp trade-off between average intensity 
and uniformity. Uniformity as good as 10% over a 2.5-in. diameter has been achieved during 
many of the exposures made on this program. 

The high spatial frequency grating exposure is made with the substrate normal 
bisecting the two interfering beams. The low spatial frequency grating is exposed with the 
rotary table turned  to the appropriate angle. 

The very long photoresist exposures require extreme mechanical and optical stability. 
With no  control during exposure, approximately 1/2 wave stability was achieved during a 1 
hour exposure after significant effort to stabilize the setup. This error was a slow 
drift, presumably due to mechanical changes. Vibration and air turbulence were reduced to 
insignificant levels. Even though this represents excellent stability for a large labora- 
tory setup, considerable improvement was required, i.e., some form of control or "fringe 
guiding." 

The technique consists of manually correcting any slow drift observed in the moire 
pattern the interferometer fringes and a dual-frequency grating on a photographic plate 
located at the exposure plane. By this means, the interferometer was controllable to 
approximately 1/10 wave for an indefinitely long exposure time. The additional benefit of 
this technique is excellent repeatability. The same number and orientation of moire 
fringes will produce an  identical grating on subsequent exposures. It is not required that 
theodolites and sophisticated alignment equipment be used for each exposure. Once a preci- 
sion reference grating is obtained on the photographic plate, it can be reproduced very 
accurately  in a simple fashion. 

In practice, a hole is cut in the reference grating so that the moire fringes are 
observed around the periphery while the exposure on the metal substrate is taking place. 

3.4.2 Reference Grating Fabrication 

The reference grating is a transparency on a photographic plate. It is produced using 
the same process interferometer used to expose the photoresist. In use, it is mounted 
parallel to the surface of the substrate being exposed, therefore, if its component gra- 
tings are  well aligned, the same will be true of the pattern exposed in the photoresist. 
Likewise, the frequency ratio on  the reference grating will be transferred into the pho- 
toresist, except for a small correction depending on the number of fringes used in 
guiding. 

It is shown in Appendix F that skew between the gratings is dependent on: (1) align- 
ment between the rotary table rotation axis and the plane of the surface (in this case the 
photographic plate) to be exposed and (2) alignment between the rotation axis and the 
interference fringes. These alignments are carefully performed just prior to exposing a 
reference grating. The surface alignment is performed by viewing a plane-parallel glass 
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plate mounted in the interferometer's kinematic plateholder with a theodolite and rotating 
the table through 180°. A high-resolution tilting stage between the rotary table and the 
plate is adjusted until  the plate has the same elevation at 0 and 180° azimuth.    The 
fringe alignment  is accomplished by viewing the fringes formed on a mounted reference 
grating at 0 and 180°. The interferometer fringes are adjusted together with the ortho- 
gonal  roll  axis on the high-resolution tilting stage until  vertical  fringes are seen 1n 
both orientations- 

Transparencies produced using the above procedure have been examined with an optical 
microscope as a coarse test of their alignment. Alignment better than the sensitivity of 
this test  (i.e., better than 100 prad)  has been observed. 

The frequency ratio is, of course, governed by the rotary table rotation angle, but is 
also dependent on the plate's initial  alignment normal  to the bisector of the inter- 
ferometer beams. This is accomplished by aligning the rotary table so that when a mirror 
is held in the plateholder, each interferometer beam returns along the other's incident 
path. Diffracted-order angle measurements (Section 4.2)  have shown that  small   residuals in 
frequency ratio can be achieved. 

Fringes produced by the reference grating can be observed on the grating itself if 
developed to a density of about  1.  Although the beams diffracted by the grating interfere 
elsewhere in front of the grating, they overlap with other compound orders and can be 
difficult to view.  Fringe projection at the grating plane has been achieved at both fre- 
quencies and provides a usable guiding input. 

3.5 DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

Development is the wet chemical  process by which the latent exposure in photoresist 
becomes a relief pattern.  It is the same exposure-dependent etching process used in micro- 
circuit fabrication, modified to achieve a known (and as linear as possible)  etch-depth 
versus exposure characteristic. 

Linearity can be achieved in any number of ways by using different developer for- 
mulations, dilutions, and development times.  A process developed during the initial  phases 
of this work gave excellent  linearity. Another linear process using a completely different 
developer was tried  later and found to offer deeper relief per unit exposure. 

The details of the development process that yield linearity are complex.    Empirically, 
the characteristic has a "toe" analogous to the D-log E curve in photography, followed by 
a linear region. A uniform preexposure serves to push the latent grating exposure up off 
the toe.  This exposure can be performed with a UV lamp and requires neither the time nor 
environmental   stability of the process  interferometer. 

So long as the substrate is submersible, the development process appears to be sca- 
lable without difficulty to larger substrate sizes. 

3.6 ION MILLING 

The ion-milling operation transfers the phase relief in the overlying coating into the 
nickel  substrate by sputtering, i.e., removal  of material  one molecule at a time by the 
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argon ions in the incident beam. The principal difference between the final relief pattern 
and the original one is a scale factor equal to the ratio of the ion beam etching rates 
for photoresist and nickel. The presence of an intervening antireflection coating does not 
affect the scale factor, but merely prolongs the total processing time somewhat. 

Because the process is not readily undone to permit additional trials, ion milling was 
not attempted until late in the project so the earlier steps could be perfected. A pre- 
liminary test was performed with an early contact-printed substrate, and indicated that 
the relative etch rates were nearly equal. 

Tests done on directly exposed photoresist gratings later in thn program did not con- 
firm this result but showed that the relative etch rate can be a critical function of the 
ion beam accelerating potential and the ion beam current. Not all the mechanisms for these 
dependences are  known, but it is clear that the higher beam currents cause a significant 
amount of substrate heating. This is known to introduce plastic flow in photoresist and 
hence a reduction in the amplitude of the phase relief. This is consistent with the obser- 
vation that the final modulation achieved in metal was significantly less than that 
achieved in photoresist. 

Two finished gratings were ion-milled. These were dual-frequency operational designs. 
The groove depths were in one case shallower and in the second case deeper than their 
design values. As the details of the ion-milling process are further understood, the 
target modulation can more accurately be achieved, as exposure and development can be 
varied to compensate for the established etch rate ratio. 

3.7 FABRICATION TRIALS 

In the course of this program, 29 direct holographic exposure/fabrication cycles were 
conducted, characterized, and documented. Table 3-1 summarizes these trials chronologi- 
cally. 

The first six trials were process calibration tests to establish the groove depth as a 
function of exposure and development. During these it became clear that fringe drifts 
could not be completely eliminated from the process interferometer and the manual guiding 
technique was introduced. At the same time, the exposure wavelength was changed to X = 
0.4880 pm since the increased power available at this wavelength more than compensated for 
the loss in photoresist spectral sensitivity. 

With the adoption of this exposure wavelength, an antireflection coating was designed 
to suppress reflections at the photoresist-metal interface. Two of the substrates were so 
coated and were used extensively in the remaining tests. Five of the early trials were 
performed on quartz substrates to index-match the photoresist as a control test of the 
effects of standing waves. These were inconclusive chiefly because of the failure of deve- 
loped photoresist to adhere to the quartz. 

After four additional calibration attempts (through 19 March 1981) spin-coating of 
photoresist was introduced because of difficulty achieving consistent uniformity with dip- 
coating. After three more calibration trials, dual-frequency exposures were attempted to 
fabricate a boresight demonstration grating. A number of these resulted in groove profiles 
that were "bottomed out" because the depths required for an efficient demonstration 
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grating were greater than the photoresist thickness produced by spin coating. Two calibra- 
tion exposures to test whether this apparent phenomenon was in fact the result of offset 
preexposure were inconclusive. 

It was learned that another developer formulation (AZ-303A) offered greater groove 
depth, and hence it was substituted to relax the exposure duration. A usable demonstration 
grating was fabricated. 

The last four trials were dual-frequency gratings with operational groove depths and 
frequency ratios. Two of these were ion-milled to yield finished gratings. 

Table 3-1 -- Fabrication Trial Summary 

Date Substrate Photoresist Fxposure Development Remarks 

4 Dec 30 •n Oip-coated X  =  458 nm 
03 hr) 

A/-606 Sinqle-frequency 
exposure  cal ltirat ion 

7 Dec 30 Ni Dip-coated 54;   7?;   0(1 
mj/cm? 

A/-606 

13 Dec 80 Quartz Dip-coated 54;   108 
mj/cm? 

A.'-606 

18 Dec 80 Quartz Dip-coated 30;  68 
DJ/cm"? 

«-60« 

22 Dec 80 Quartz Dip-coated 36 mj/ctn'' U-606 

16 Jan 31 Quartz Dip-coated 2? mj/cm1 AZ-606 

19 Jan 81 Quartz Dip-coated X  •  48,"  nm 
?,4D0 mj/cm? 

A/-606 hrfn.jp * n v = 4>J.r rm, 
introduced manual   guiding 

21  Jan 81 Ni/ARC* Dip-coated 630 mj/cm? A/-606 

23 Jan 81 Ni Dip-coated 1,260 mj/cm2 A/-606 

19 Mar 81 Ni Dip-coated 2,500 mj/an2 W -606 

25 Har 81 (A) Ni/ARC Spin-coated 3,000 mj/cm? A/-606 Introduc       spin coating 

25 Mar 81 (B) Nl/ARC Spin-coated NAt A/-606 

26 Mar 81 Ni/ARC Spin-coated NA A.--606 

29 May 81 Ni/ARC Spin-coated NA A.'-351 Dual-frequency exposure 
'demonstration design1 

1  Jun 31 Ni Spin-coated 1,800; i,«nn 
mj/cm' 

A.'-W 

2 June 81 N1/ARC Spin-coated 1,600;  oqn 
mj/cm' 

U-t  • 

5 June 81 Ni/ARC Spin-coated 1,100-   1,100 
mj/cm? 

U-60C 

8 June 81 N1 Sp!n-coated 360,  360 
nj/cm? 

A/-606 
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Table 3-1 -- Fabrication Trial Summary (Cont. 

Date Substrate     Photoresist Exposure Development Remarks 

11 June 81 

22 June 81 

24 June 81 

10 July 81 

14 July 81 

16 July 81 

20 July 81 

26 July 81 

14 Sept 81 

Ni/ARC 

Ni 

Quart; 

Ni/ARC 

Ni 

Ni 

Ni/ARC 

24 July 81 (A)      Ni/ARC 

26 July 81 (B)      Ni/ARC 

Ni/ARC 

Ni/ARC 

Spin-coated 700;   770 
mj/cm<- 

Spin-coated 300;   700; 
mj/cm1- 

1,100 

Spin-coated 34(1,  680, 
mj/cm'' 

1,020 

Spin-coated 1,000;   1, 
mj/cm' 

000 

Spin-coated 780;   120 
mO/cm? 

Spin-coated 300; 670; 
mj/cm? 

1.000 

Spin-coated 730;  230 
mj/cm? 

Spin-coated 110;   S4 
mj/cm? 

Spin-coated ISO;   42 
mj/cm^ 

Spin-coated ISO;  42 
mj/cm? 

Spin-coated 47S;   128 
mj/cm? 

AZ-606 

AZ-606 

A/-606 

AZ-606 

AZ-606 

AZ-303A 

AZ-303A 

AZ-303A 

AZ-303A 

AZ-303A 

AZ-3D3A 

Single-frequency exposure 
calibration 

Single-frequency exposure 
calibrat ion 

Dual-frequency, 
demonstration design 

Dual-frequency, 
operational design 

Single-frequency 
exposure calibration 

Final product used in 
foresight demonstration 
experiment 

Dual-frequency operational 
ion-mil led 

Used in ion-milling 
calibration tests 

Ion-milling candidate 
(not milled) 

Final   product:     ion-milled 
operational  grating 

•ARC •  antireflection coating 
tNA    • not  available 
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PARAMETER CHARACTERIZATION AND CONTROL 

Parameter measurements serve two purposes: (1) to test the finished gratings 
conformity to design specification and (2) to perform intermediate process control. The 
parameters characterized are  groove depths, frequencies, frequency ratio, skew between 
frequencies, diffracted wavefront quality and optical surface quality. The skew and fre- 
quency ratio are  determined by the quality of the reference grating used in the process 
interferometer, as mentioned in Section 3.4.3. These measurements have chiefly been per- 
formed on the reference grating, although their measurement on the final product is also 
possible and, of course, important. 

The processes that precede ion-milling are readily "retraceable" since a photoresist 
coating can be easily stripped from the substrate. Restoring an ion-milled substrate, 
however, would be far more difficult. Thus, intermediate parameter and quality control 
measurements allow for multiple process trials before ion-milling. This is especially 
crucial where the substrate is expensive and only one copy exists. Although substrate 
costs or uniqueness was not a driving consideration during this fabricability program, it 
is an issue the parameter measurement task has addressed. 

4.1 DIFFRACTED-ORDER INTENSITIES/GROOVE DEPTH DETERMINATION 

Diffracted-order intensity measurements were performed in order to test developed 
photoresist gratings prior to ion-milling as a final inspection of ion-milled substrates. 
These measurements yield efficiencies from which groove depths are calculated. 

All measurements were made with either a helium-neon or an argon ion laser. The raw 
beam was directed to a single spot on the grating and the power in all significant (i.e., 
not negligibly bright) orders was measured with a radiometer. Generally both positive and 
negative diffraction orders were measured and an extra measurement of the zero-order per- 
formed. The additional data checked for drifts in laser power and overall measurement con- 
sistency. By measuring a single spot (~2-mm diameter) on the grating, the technique is 
relatively insensitive to variations in groove depth that can occur across an expanded 
beam. 

The approach to the groove depth determination is to use scalar diffraction theory 
(Section 2.2). This is generally valid for depths up to 0.2 urn at the 5-um period of the 
GBC. The measured intensities are  normalized by their aggregate sum, yielding the effi- 
ciency en of the n-th order. From math tables the argument of the corresponding Bessel 
function Jn whose square equals en is determined. The groove depth is \/Zn  times the 
argument. 
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Performing this for several orders provides independent determinations to resolve 
ambiguities when more than one argument of a given order of the Bessel function yields the 
measured efficiency. Lack of consistency among the multiple solutions generally indicates 
a nonsinusoidal profile, due to developing through the photoresist in the groove troughs. 

A summary of groove depth values in photoresist is given in Table 4-1. Groove depths 
for ion-milled gratings appear in Table 4-2. 

4.2 MEASUREMENT OF FREQUENCIES 

The accurate measurement of frequencies permits the determination of the grating fre- 
quency ratio, a critical specification. The frequencies are individually derived from 
angular measurements of the diffracted orders generated by the grating when illuminated 
with a collimated laser beam. These measured angles and their corresponding order numbers 
are used to obtain x/d by linear regression on the grating equation. 

The frequency ratio measurement is performed on reference grating transparencies to 
eliminate a gross deviation from the target ratio and to establish the magnitude and sign 
of the residual. To establish a level of precision for this measurement procedure, it was 
repeated six times on a transparency that was later used as a reference grating. A break- 
down of these data appear in Table 4-3. The standard deviation of the resulting values of 
d2/di is 1.7 x 10-4. jne precision of this technique at this reporting is limited by 
distortion of the diffracted wavefronts by imperfections in the transparencies themselves. 
As unwanted artifacts are  eliminated from the exposure process, more precise theodolite 
readings will be possible, resulting in reduced uncertainty in the frequency ratio. A 
calculation of expected uncertainty in the frequency ratio assuming resolution no finer 
than (x/D) where D is the theodolite aperture, is given in Appendix G. The predicted value 
of 1.3 x 10"4 is in reasonable agreement with the standard deviation of the above measure- 
ments. 

The ratio measurement can ultimately be performed on developed photoresist gratings as 
an inspection that must be passed prior to ion-milling. 

4.3 GRATING SKEW MEASUREMENTS 

The skew between grating frequencies is a specification critical to the performance of 
the GBC. As discussed in Section 2.3, small values of skew introduce an offset between 
wavefront sensor beams that is independent of the angle of incidence. There is no design 
(i.e. choice of frequency ratio) that will produce co-boresighted sample beams (see 
Appendix H). To ensure that skew is small enough and to predict the offset, it must be 
measured. 

Two measurement techniques were developed on this program. The first uses a microscope 
with a horizontal translation stage. The surface of the grating being measured is examined 
and the two grating frequencies observed. The grating is translated parallel to the groove 
direction and the drift (in fractions of a fringe) is noted over a total excursion of 50 
ran. This technique has been used extensively to test reference gratings. The limiting skew 
that can be detected is approximately 100 yrad. 
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Table 4-1 -- Photoresist Groove Depth Summary 

Date Depth(s), pm 

4 Dec 80     NA* 

17 Dec 80 (A)  0.08, 0.06, 0.03 (one frequency, three exposure durations] 

13 Dec 80     No grating 

0.0015, 0.005 (one frequency, two exposure durations) 

NA 

0.054 

0.17 

0.16 

0.2 

NA 

NA 

18 Dec 80 

22 Dec 80 

16 Jan 81 

19 Jan 81 

21 Jan 81 

23 Jan 81 

19 Mar 81 

25 Mar 81 (A 

25 Mar 81 (B)  0.2 

26 Mar 81     0.3 

29 May 81     NA 

1 June 81     NA 

2 June 81     0.06, 0.06 (two frequencies) 

5 June 81     0.3 (5.000-ym grating) 

8 June 81     0.07, 0.02 

11 June 81     0.07, 0.05 (two frequencies) 
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Table 4-1 -- Photoresist Groove Depth Summary (Cont.) 

Date Depth(s), um 

22 June p 

24 June 8 

10 July 8 

14 July 8 

16 July 8 

20 July 8 

24 July 8 

26 July 8 

26 July 8 

14 Sept 8 

0.04, 0.08, 0.12 (one frequency, three exposure durations) 

0.05, 0.12 (one frequency, two exposure durations) 

0.03, 0.07 (two frequencies) 

0.008, 0.004 (two frequencies) 

0.3, 0.4, 0.5 (one frequency, three exposure durations) 

0.50, 0.14 (two frequencies) 

0.13, 0.05 

(A) 0.1, 0.04 

(B) 0.1, 0.03 

NA 

*NA:    not available 
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Table 4-2 --  Ion-Milling Groove Depth Summary 

Date 

Ion Beam 
Depth in     Depth in    Incidence     Grating 

Photoresist, gm  Nickel, urn  Angle, degrees  Period, ym 

24 July 81 0.13 0.05 NA* 5.00 

0,05 0.02 NA 5.33 

26 July 81 (A) 0.09 0.008 35 5.00 

0.04 0.04 40 5.00 

0.10 0.02 50 5.00 

0.08 0.02 45 5.00 

0.04 0.010 35 5.33 

0.12 0.010 40 5.33 

0.3 0.006 50 5.33 

0.3 0.006 45 5.33 

14 Sept 81 NA 0.2 NA -- 

0.05 NA 

*NA: not available 
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Table 4-3 -- Frequency Ratio Measurements, Transparency No. 49 

<d2/d1> = 1.18584    ff/d1/d2 = 0.00017 

mj        m2 dg/dj (TI2 d2/di 

] 0 5° 36' 20" 

2 11 15 33 

3 17 01 40 

4 22 58 17 

C 1 4 43 21 

2 9 28 25 

3 14 17 45 

4 19 13 08 
' 

] 0 5° 35' 41" 

i 11 14 59 

1 17 00 57 

< 1 22 57 23 

C I   1 4 43 14 

2 9 27 53 

3 14 17 12 

!   4 19 12 28 

1.18560 

1.18571 

1    0    5° 36' 00" 

2 11 14 54 

3 17 00 45 

4    n   22 57 17 1.18578 

0    1 4 43 10 

!   9 27 58 

14 16 58 

t 19 12 09 
1 

1   c 5° 35' 43" 

2 11 14 41 

3 17 00 38 

4 22 57 31 1.18593 

0    1 4 42 58 

2 9 27 51 

j 14 16 57 

4 19 12 00 
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Table 4-3 -- Frequency Ratio Measurements, Transparency No. 49 (Cont.) 

<d2/di> = 1.18584 <r/d1/d2 = 0.00017 

mj   m£ e d2/di m\       rri2 ß d2/di 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5° 35" 35" 

11 14 32 

17 00 18 

22 57 15 1.18589 

5° 35' 45" 

11 14 42 

17 00 48 

22 57 37 1.18612 

1 )  1 4 42 42              C )          1 4 43 02 

2 9 27 29 2 9 27 46 

3 14 16 39 3 14 16 55 

1 
4 19 11 54 4 19 12 05 
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The second technique uses the grating under test to generate a shearing interferogram. 
This is done by focusing a laser beam at the grating surface and viewing the fringes pro- 
duced (see Fig. 4-1). The fringe density can be varied by adjusting the focus. The two 
grating frequencies will generate two superimposed fringe patterns, whose alignment can be 
examined visually. To achieve adequate measurement sensitivity the grating can be 
translated along the groove direction and a given pair of fringes tracked. The inter- 
ferogram produced by this method is shown in Fig. 4-2. 

The sensitivity of any skew measurement scheme will be inversely proportional to the 
length of the grating to be tested. The smallest detectable skew will be of the order of 
one groove width divided by the "run" or length of the groove. Obviously smaller skews can 
be measured on larger gratings. 

4.4 OPTICAL QUALITY 

There are two aspects to the optical quality of a reflecting diffraction grating, sur- 
face figure and groove figure. The GBC is a plane grating so the figure should be flat and 
the grooves straight and parallel. Interferometry is used to measure both. 

Surface interferometry can be conveniently performed at any step in the fabrication 
process. Since the interferometer uses HeNe lasers testing can be done even on unexposed 
photoresist coatings. In practice, surface interferometry is used to examine coating uni- 
formity as well as the flatness of uncoated and ion-milled substrates. Interferograms of 
typical gratings at various stages of fabrication are shown in Figs. 4-3 and 4-4. 
Interferograms taken after photoresist coating but prior to exposure are in Fig. 4-8. 
These indicate an optical figure flat to within x/8 peak-to-peak both before and after the 
exposure/development cycle for two samples fabricated and tested late in program. 

Groove straightness can be tested using the process interferometer to reconstruct the 
original beams that recorded the grating and combining them so as to interfere at a fringe 
density appropriate to optical testing (see Fig. 4-5). This is more conveniently done 
using a transparency rather than the actual substrates, since the fringes can be viewed in 
transmission. Figure 4-6 shows an interferogram recorded in this manner, characterizing 
the quality of the process interferometer (and equivalently the groove straightness). This 
was done prior to a recoating of the 12.5-in. beam splitter used in the interferometer 
after which it displayed ~ lx departure from flatness. 

4.5 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

Though not routinely performed on  this fabricability program, electron microscopy is a 
useful tool for studying groove profiles directly. Though it can be done without harming 
an  all-metal sample, it can ruin a photoresist coating and is incapable of being done on 
samples that are too large. 

To avoid these difficulties, miniature epoxy replicas were made of an aluminized 
single-frequency grating in photoresist. These 1/4-in.-diameter replicas were coated with 
gold and examined with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Figure 4-7 is an electron 
micrograph of a replica made of a single-frequency grating. 
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Microscope 
objective 

Laser 
pencil 
beam 

Dual frequency 
grating transparency 

Dual frequency 
fringe pattern 

Scan 
direction 

Fig. 4-1 -- Interferometer grating skew measurement 
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Fig.  4-2 -- Grating skew interferogram 
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(a) Sample no. 1 (b) Sample no. 9 

(r) Sample no. 4 

Fig. 4-3 -- Interferograms of substrates after exposure and development 
of photoresist 
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[a) Sample no.  4 

(b)  Sample no.   2 

Fig.   4-4 --   Interferograms of  ion-milled gratings 
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Photographic 
plate 

Wavefront A 

Wavefront B 

Fig. 4-5 — Arrangement for recording interferogram of grating groove qual ity 
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Fig. 4-6 -- Interferogram of process interferometer beams 
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Fig. 4-7 -- Electron micrograph of grating replica 
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4.6 FILM MEASUREMENTS 

The critical dependence of the overall grating fabrication process on photoresist 
coating quality dictates a requirement for measurements of the film itself. An effort was 
made to explore techniques that are nondestructive and do not otherwise compromise the 
process. 

Ordinary interferometry of a photoresist-coated sample can be performed to yield an 
optical path difference (OPD) profile of the coating in transmission. As previously men- 
tioned, the helium-neon wavelength does not further expose the photoresist. 

Figure 4-8 shows two interferograms of samples with photoresist coatings prior to 
exposure with the process interferometer. The brightness of the test beam is very sen- 
sitive to slight variations in film thickness, as seen in sample number S/N 9. 

Figure 4-9 shows how specific coating process deficiencies are revealed inter- 
ferometrically. The left-hand sample was dip-coated and exposed through a mask with six 
rectangular regions. Aside from the steps associated with the mask, there are lap features 
that result from an insufficiently stable dip-coating cycle. The right-hand sample 
ilUstrates the "stringing" phenomenon that can take place during a spin-coating cycle. 

Measurement of the height of a step in the film is frequently useful to calibrate an 
etching process or to determine the thickness of a coating through which a step has been 
etched. Though this might be attempted using the same interferometer, the sharpness of an 
actual step frequently makes it impossible to resolve a fringe ambiguity. 

A white light interference microscope has been used to overcome this difficulty (see 
Fig. 4-10). The microscope focuses the white light source onto the sample through a 
semitransparent beam splitter in contact with the sample surface. The beams reflected from 
the sample and the beam splitter return through the microscope and their interference is 
observed visually through a prism. Dark fringes are seen at each wavelength for which the 
OPD between the film surface and the beam splitter are an odd number of half wavelengths. 
The wavelengths at which the dark fringes occur are measured using a calibrated reticle. 
By measuring these on both sides of a film step, the OPD across the step can be deter- 
mined. 

A qualitative film thickness profile can be obtained by illuminating the coated sample 
with a single collimated beam and visually observing the footprint of the reflected beam 
while continuously varying the angle of incidence using a rotary table. The brightness 
varies with angle due to interference in the film. The angular position of the nulls are 
a function of film thickness. 

A routine technique for film measurements is the use of a profilometer (Dektak) to 
obtain quantitative information on surface profile. The Dektak monitors the vertical 
motion of a stylus transducer as the sample is transported beneath it. The validity of the 
stripchart data trace thus generated (see Fig. 4-11) depends on the hardness of the film. 
Unbaked photoresist is sufficiently soft that the stylus can plow into it, and the depth 
of a step may not be accurately reproduced. Nevertheless, the Dektak does provide an unam- 
biguous and convenient measure of surface profile, both for hard films and ion-milled 
substrates. 
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!a)   Sample no.   1 [b)   Sample no.  9 

Fig.  4-8 --   [nterferograms of unexposed photoresist coatings 
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(a) Horizontal "lapping" 
(dip coating) (b) Radial "stringing" 

(whirl coating) 

Fig. 4-9 — Coating process artifacts 
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Fig. 4-10 -- White light interference microscope 
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BORESIGHT DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT 

The boresight demonstration experiment was performed to verify the use of the dual- 
frequency grating as a two-wavelength beam combining instrument. A demonstration grating 
was designed for this purpose with the frequency ratios and modulation depths adjusted to 
fit the experiment. Using 0.6328 and 3.39 pm helium-neon lasers required a frequency ratio 
of 1.1866, which was achieved with grating periods of 5.0 and 5.933 urn. The orders m,n, 
and p discussed in Section 2.1 are  (1,1,1) for this grating. Therefore, the modulation 
depths were adjusted to give high efficiencies in the first-order. Peak-to-peak depths of 
0.13 pm were chosen for each grating. The grating was aluminized instead of being ion- 
milled. 

The experiment was set up as illustrated in Figs. 5-1 and 5-2. Figure 5-3 indicates 
how the boresighting was actually detected. The visible corner cube was positioned to 
receive the (0,0) order, which yields counterpropagating visible and infrared beams. The 
infrared corner cube received its (1,0) order, where the first value corresponds to the 
5.933-pm frequency and the second to the 5.0-um. Both beams were sent back onto the 
grating and the (1,0) visible and (0,1) infrared orders were picked up at the detector. 
Tip-tilt adjustment on the mirrors and beam splitter allowed for the fine adjustments 
necessary for alignment. Two germanium beam splitters with an antireflection coating for 
3.39 pm were used to initially combine the beams and to separate them for detection. 

The first step of the experiment was to verify the beams were initially boresighted. 
This was done by placing a plane mirror in the beam path before it strikes the grating and 
sending the beams onto the focusing mirror and detector system. Once this alignment was 
achieved the corner cubes could be accurately located and the diffracted beams' bore- 
sighting detected. It was noticed, however, that shutting down the system affected the 
alignment. Therefore, all measurements had to be made consecutively. 

In order to detect boresighting, the outputs of a silicon photodiode and a lead- 
selenide detector were connected to an oscilloscope. The boresighted beams were chopped 
at 400 Hz. The infrared signal was then sent through a narrow-band filter to reduce the 
background effects. Tests were conducted in subdued light to reduce the visible back- 
ground. The slit was translated by means of a micrometer until a maximum signal was 
located on the oscilloscope. The micrometer readings for each beam's maximum was recorded 
with their difference representing the boresight error. The width of the slit was adjusted 
to give the sharpest maxima without substantially reducing the signal. 

The error (millimeters) can be converted to angle by taking the inverse tangent of 
this difference divided by the focal length of the mirror in millimeters 

/ | Xir - Xvis 
fl= tan-1    
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For this experiment a parabolic mirror with focal length of 44 in. 
beams onto the slit. 

was used to focus the 

The accuracy with which the maxima can be located represents the limiting factor in 
the accuracy of the boresight measurements. Measurements were made at a minimum of five 
times and averaged. The standard deviation of these values represents the uncertainty in 
the maxima. It was found that these maxima could be located to within 0.01 mm horizontally 
and 0.02 mm vertically. This represents a tolerance of 2 arc-sec and 4 arc-sec respec- 
tively in the results. The visible beam was slightly more precise than the infrared, but 
not enough to sufficiently affect the tolerances. Tests were conducted in both the ver- 
tical and horizontal planes at two different incident angles. The initial measurements 
were made at 40° incidence as this represented a convenient optical layout. 

It was found the boresighting occurred in both planes to within the tolerances of 2 
and 4 arc-sec. The grating was then rotated by 2° to achieve a new incidence angle of 38°. 
Boresighting also occurred at this angle to within these tolerances. Data from this 
experiment is shown in Table 5-1. 

Errors were introduced in the initial beams' alignment and the resulting errors in the 
diffracted alignment were measured. Results show that for small offsets, on the order of 
1 mm or less, the diffracted beams' displacements were directly proportional to the inci- 
dent beams. The experimental data are plotted in Figs. 5-4 and 5-5. As the initial offsets 
increased, the final offsets became less linear. This is most likely due to the detector 
system and its limited field of view. The detector elements were 2 mm^, so offsets of 
greater than this were difficult to detect. 

It does appear, however, that to within the experimental limits, the dual frequency 
grating is successful as a boresighting device and is insensitive to rigid body motions of 
the grating. 

Table 5-1 -- Boresight Invariance With Respect to Angle of Incidence 

Input alignment 

Horizontal plane 
Vertical plane 

A*VIS-IR 

0.003 mm 
0.010 mm 

6VIS-IR 

(0.6 arc-sec) 
(1.8 arc-sec) 

Output boresighting 

Horizontal Plane 

40° incidence 0.001 mm    (0.2 arc-sec) 
Rotated to 38° incidence   0.009 mm   (1.7 arc-sec) 

Vertical plane 

40° incidence 0.011 mm    (2 arc-sec) 
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Detectors 

Grating 

0.6328 pm 
laser 

Fig.  5-1  -- Boresight demonstration experimental  setup 
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Fig. 5-2 — Boresiqht demonstration experiment apparatus 
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Chopper 
(400 Hz) 

Adjustable 
slit 

\ 
\ 
\ 

Narrow 
waveband 
filter and 
amplifier 

\ 

Si 1 icon 
(visible) 

To oscilloscope 

PbSe 
(infrared) 

Fig. 5-3 -- Boresight demonstration detector arrangement 
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Expected 
results 

0.4     0.6     0.8 

Input Offset, mm 

Fig. 5-4 -- Horizontal boresight response 
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Expected 
results 

3 
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Input Offset, mm 

Fig.  5-5 -- Vertical  boresight response 

1.0 1.2 
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6.    CONCLUSIONS 

The fabricability and performance of the grating beam combiner (GBC)  have been vali- 
dated by this program: 

1. Fabrication through the ion-milling stage yielded two scaled operational 
gratings. 

2. The direct exposure process was substituted for contact printing.    It 
yields a high-quality, low-scatter grating and is scalable to larger 
substrate sizes. 

3. The boresighting performance of the GBC was demonstrated with a high- 
efficiency grating fabricated by the same processes, with a frequency 
ratio scaled for surrogate wavelengths. 

4. The gratings were characterized as to: 

- Groove depth 
- Frequency ratio 
- Surface figure 
- Diffracted wavefront quality 
- Inter-grating skew 

The parameter characterization methods can be scaled to accommodate larger 
substrates. 

5. Analysis of tolerances peculiar to the GBC have indicated how its per- 
formance depends on skew and frequency ratio residual. 

If the system pointing tolerance is assumed to be one-fifth of an Airy disk 
(x • 2.7 pm), the required GBC boresighting accuracy is 0.27.    Accuracy of 2 arc-sec 
was demonstrated with a relatively unsophisticated detection system working with a 1.2-cm 
beam diameter.    No difficulty is anticipated in meeting the 0.27 arc-sec requirement with 
a larger beam diameter (approximately 20 cm)  and the precision boresight detection scheme. 
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Appendix A 

GENERALIZED GBC DESIGN EQUATION 

A more general  approach to the grating beam combiner treats each diffraction as a 
compound order from the two frequencies.  The grating equations are 

sin 01 + sin $2 = miAiRfi + m2*iRf2 

sin 09 + sin 0JR = niAiRfj + n2*jRf2 

-sin 0j + sin 0UV = Pl^UVfl + P2*UVf2 

The resulting frequency ratio solution is 

f2      (mi - nj)XiR + piXyy 

fj "  (n2 - m2)XiR - P2*uv 

For m2 = ni = P2 = 0, this reduces to the frequency ratio formula in Section 2.1. 
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Appendix B 

BORESIGHT ERROR FORMULAS 

1. Boresight Error Due To Frequency Ratio Residual 

From the combined grating equations (in Section 2.1), 

sin uv - sin IR " mMR fl - "MR + P*UV fl 

A trigonometric identity changes the left-hand side to 

. . [(guv - 9
IR)1 . 2 sin I  cos (euv * °IR)1 

2    J " * ' * 

Assuming e uv ^IR 

A 9 cos 0IR = 

äd-- 

mxIR - nXiR 
ft) 

+ P*UV f1 

flnMR  /""MR + P*UV . f2 
cos 0 IR 

/mXiR • pxuy _ jf_2 \ 
\        "MR    f\l 

The terms brackets is the difference, 6(f2/^1)» between the design frequency ratio, FR, 
and the actual frequency ratio. Hence, 

A0= 
fi"xiR 6 (!^ 
COS 0IR m 

2. Boresight Error Due To Input Beam Misalignment 

Rewritten to allow for the angular difference, the first two grating equations are 

sin 0i + sin 0= IMIR f\ 

sin 0+ sin öJR = nxjR f2 

sin (-62) + sin 0UV = pxyv f\ 

W"' m 
• 
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Combining and using the trigonometric  identity yields 

(sin Oj  - sin e2) +  (sin 9UV - sin 6IR)  = mXiRfi  - nXIRf2 + pXuvfl 

APi  cos 6i  + A0UV-IR cos ejR = finAiRFR - nXiRf2 

finxIR K 
n^IR ö f^- 

Hence 

/cos ei   \ /finAiR \   /f2\ 
A6UV-IR =   (rnc fl   Uoi *[ \H-r-] \COS    9IRy ^COS   9\R        ^fl/ 
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Appendix C 

ANTIREFLECTION COATING FOR NICKEL 

A coati-g has been designed for use under the photoresist that nearly eliminates the 
light reflected from nickel at one wavelength (0.488 urn). The coating gives a reflection 
of 3% or less, even allowing for a reasonable thickness tolerance. 

The coating can be considered to be two coatings: (1) a layer on top of the nickel 
that has the effect of making the apparent index of refraction "real," i.e., with no 
absorption coefficient, and (2) two layers to antireflect that apparent index. This gives 
a total of three layers. The complex index of refraction of nickel is about (1.5 - 2.8 j) 
at A = 0.488 gm. It has a reflectance of 55% in air. Under the photoresist (n = 1.65) the 
nickel has a reflectance of 48%. A thin layer [0.61 quarter-wave optical thickness (QWOT) 
at 0.488 pm] of zinc sulfide (or titanium dioxide) on nickel gives a "real" index of n a 
0.5. In air this would give a reflectance of about 11%, but under the photoresist it gives 
a reflectance of 22%. A single layer to match between 1.55 and 0.5 needs an index of about 
0.9—a quarter-wave layer of vacuum or air would be sufficient. For realistic coating 
materials we need to use two--a layer of magnesium fluoride and a layer of ZnS or Ti02 
will work well. The final design is layered as shown: 

Photoresist 

1 QWOT ZnS (or Ti02) 

1 QWOT MgF2 

0.61 QWOT ZnS (or  Ti02) 

Nicke 

The QWOT is 0.488 pm. The analysis indicates that such a coating has a reflectance of 
0.2%. The coating without the photoresist has a reflectance of 7%. 

The thickness sensitivity needed to obtain a reflectance of 3% or less is about ±15% 
for the top layer, +10% for the middle layer, and ±5% for the thin layer next to the 
nickel. The thickness of the photoresist makes no difference, but the index of refraction 
makes little difference (the coating should be redesigned if the photoresist has an index 
of n = 1.50 or less). The photoresist has some relatively weak absorption, but this should 
make little or no difference. 

—* 
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Appendix 0 

STANDING WAVE INTENSITY IN PROXIMITY TO A METAL SUBSTRATE 

Consider two col 1imated beams incident on a mirror 

Ai exp (ia • r) 

Ä2 exp (iß • r) 

where a and ß_^are the wavevectors for the two beams. Both have the same wavelength, 
hence | a | = | ß | • Reflection reverses one of the components of the wavevector, and can 
be treated as a length preserving operator, R. For example, if the mirror lay in the XZ 
plane, the Y component would be reversed 

'ion 
o-io 

,0 o •) 

The reflected wave amplitudes are 

Ai exp (iRcT • r) 

A2 exp (i Rß • r) 

The intensity of these four interfering beams is 

I(r) = j ^'"r  + AieiRa-"^ + A2e^ + A2e
iR^-£ | 2 

Carrying out the squaring operation and simplifying the expression gives 

I(r) = 2Ai |l + cos [(7-  F&) '"r}\*  2A2/l + cos [(?- R?) • rjj 

+ 2AiA2 <cos [(öT- ~ß) • ~r)  + cos [("a - Rß) • ~r) 

+ cos [(RlT - T) • "r] + cos [R(1T - T)] ' r]> 

This is a general expression that is valid for beams incident from any direction, includ- 
ing beams in different planes and angles of incidence. More specific expressions can be 
written for cases where both are in the same plane of incidence or where the normal to the 
mirror bisects the incident rays. 

Inspection of the reduced expression for I(r) reveals cosine dependence at six 
different vector spatial frequencies: 
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1 
(cT - ß): Interference between incident beams at desired grating frequencies, nodal 

surfaces more or less normal to metal substrate. 

(Ra - Rß): Interference between reflected beams, nodal surface more or less normal 
to metal substrate. 

(a -  Ra), (ß - Rß): Interference between each beam and its own reflection, nodal 
surfaces parallel to the substrate. 

(a - Rß), (RcT- ß): Interference between each beam and the others' reflection. 

r»""^"'"  >" 
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Appendix E 

INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION PRODUCED BY INTERFERENCE BETWEEN 
HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED BEAMS 

Let Aj and A? be horizo.itjlly polarized waves whose wavevectors lie in the X-Y plane 
at angles 6\  and -02 with respect to the X-axis: 

Ai = iAi cosö 1 + JA] sine 1 

A2 = iA2 cos 92 - JA2 sin 9 2 

Ai = a exp [iwt + ik(y cos ei - x sin 9i)] 

A2 = exp [iwt + 10 + ik(y cos 6 2 - x sin 62)] 

The intensity where these interfere is 

I(x) = |li +~A2 I 2 • I "Al I 2 + |"A2 I 2 +"A! • ^2 + At • A2 

*      * 
= |Ai|2 + I A2 I 2 + (AjAg + A1A2) (cos 0 1 cos 92 - si n 01 sin 92) 

= 1 + a2 + 2a cos [0\  + 92) cos [ky(cos 9 2 - cos 9 1) 

+ kx(sin 92 + sin 0\)  + 0 ] 

I(x) consists of an offset term and a spatial sinusoidal variation, the third term 
above. The visibility, y,  is 

Imax - 'min  2a cos (91 • gg) 
Y= Imax + Imin =    * +a2 

and is maximum for a = 1 and 9 1 + 92 • 0. For the process interferometer used, a • 0.82 
and 9t + 62 = 5°, yielding T" 0.98. 
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Appendix F 

GRATING SKEW—DEPENDENCE ON MISALIGNMENTS BETWEEN TABLE ROTATION AXIS, 
INTERFEROMETER FRINGES, AND GRATING SURFACE 

öx = misalignment between grating surface and table rotation axis 

6y • misalignment between interferometer fringes and table rotation axis 

8   = angular displacement about table rotation axis between exposures 

R(n,0) • Matrix representing rotation by 0 about n-axis. 

The skew, e, between the frequencies is obtained by rotating from the grating surface to 
the table rotation axis, then about the axis, and then back to the grating surface. The 
coordinates of a unit vector along the z-axis are  thus transformed to show the skew 

Y j = R(l, -6X) R(2, -Ay) R(3,0 ) R(2, 8y) R(l, 6X) 

1      0    6y\        I cosö     sine     0 
0      1    0   j       I -sine     cosö     0 

•6y    0    1   /       \   0 0 :) 
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'-<5y     COS 
6v cos 

9   + *x sine   + 6y\ 
6   - 6X j 

1 ' 

retaining only first-order terms in öx and <5y, 

e = sin €   =    j 

= <*x sine   + <5y (1 - cos« ) 

Hence, the skew between frequencies has a first-order dependence on the alignment toleran- 
ces <5X and 6y 

e sine l-cose 

Operational design     20°   0.34     0.06 
Demonstration design   32°   0.53     0.15 
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Appendix G 

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT ERRORS 

The determination of the grating frequencies and their ratio is done by performing a 
least-squares fit of the sine of measured diffraction angles to the grating equation, the 
independent variable being the order number. 

If the incident angle is assumed to be zero, and 

then 

m = 1 

sin 0 = (x/d) 

Thus, a single measurement can yield a value for x/d. The uncertainty in the computed 
value of grating frequency f due to theodolite resolution (theodolite aperture = D) is 

•f-O-^)-^- 

\o)    D 
_ cose i\^\ „i 

x 

af - d _ 5 x 10"6 m 
f   D  50 x IQ"3 

= 1.0 x 10-4 

The resulting error in the computed frequency ratio can be obtained by straightforward 
propagation of errors: 

af2/fi r-af . 
,t its =V^/= lA x 10'4 
(f2/fl)      "    ' 
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By measuring many grating orders and computing the frequency from the slope of the 
least squares fit of the grating equation to the data, a more accurate estimate of the 
frequency (and frequency ratio) is possible. The expression for standard deviation of the 
slope,CTS of a best-fit line is given by 

m =a 
when the X^ are measured so that their mean is zero. Since the Xi are the order numbers, 
this simply means measuring diffracted orders from -N to +N. Replacing the finite series 
with its closed form equivalent 

2 _ 2  
1)(2N + 1) 

The practical  upper limit of N is 10, yielding 

as = 0.036ay 

Thus,  in principle,  it is possible to determine the frequency ratio to an accuracy of 5 
parts in 10*6 

(0.036) x 1.4 x 10-4 = 5.0 x 1Q-6 
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Appendix H 

COMPOUND GRATING EQUATIONS WITH SKEW BETWEEN COMPONENTS 

In three dimensions, diffraction from a plane grating is governed by the equations 

sin 0j + sin em = nu/d 

sin ^ + sin 0<j = 0 

where 9j  = angle between incident ray and a vertical plane perpendicular to grating sur- 
face (grating lines vertical) 

0j = angle between incident ray  and horizontal plane perpendicular to grating sur- 
face 

0mi 0d = corresponding angles for diffracted ray 

By considering all rays as unit vectors, their components along the X and Y axes can be 
substituted into the equation since 

X = sin 0,- 

Y = sin *1 

! 

Hence 

Xf + Xm = mx/d 

Yi • Ym = 0 

These coordinates are chosen because they are conveniently transformed from the coordinate 
frame of one grating to that of the second. 

Let 

a • angular skew between gratings 
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Then, the diffraction of an incident ray (XiY^) from grating 1 yields 

Rotating to second grating 

cos a  sin a\ / Xi 

•sin a  cos a / \ 1\ 

Diffracting from the second grating 

Rotating back to the original coordinate frame 

cos a  sin a\ / Xi 

sin a  cos a/ \ Y2 

Performing all of the above substitutions yields 

/mix  m?X 
X? \  / -n- + -r- cos a - X 

' dj   d2 

m?x 
Y? /  \ ~r-  Sin a - Y< cos (2a) 

1 d2 
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In terms of the angles of incidence and diffraction, 

,' mix     m2X 
^»•«jBg^     / dT+ d7"C0S a " Sln*1 

m?A ,    . 
,sin0mim2/      \—sin a - sin 0i cos (2a) 

which can be rewritten 

sin 8 -j + sinö 
mi*     n\2\ 

mim2= dT+ dTcos a 

sin 0 i + cos (2a) + sine 
IT12A 

ml">2 = Jf sin a 

Compound Skewed Grating Equations and the GBC 

First  IR diffraction 

mix     mix 
-i- + -r- cos a - Xi 
di       d2 

m?x 
— sin a - yf cos  (2a), 

Second  IR diffraction after return from corner cube: 

Xmn 

'mn 

nu n?X (mix m?X „ \ 
—- + —- COS a - 1-*- + —- COS a - Xf> 
dj   d?       \di   d2 

n2x ,„ , (•2* 1 
^- sin a - cos (2a) ^- sin a - Yj cos (2a)| 

nu  n?X      mix  m?X 
-i- + -±— cos a - -j*- - -— cos a + X< 
d\       d2       dj   d2 

n2X m2X 
d2 Sln ° " dT C0S (2a) Sin a + cos2 (2a) Y1 
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UV diffraction [input ray at (-X-j, -Y,)] 

/PlX      P2X , „ . 
Xplp2\     /dT+ dTC0S a "  ("Xl) 

JPlP2 

p2* ,     , -— Sin a + Y,  cos  (2a) 
d2 

From inspection of the last two equations, it is apparent that the coefficients of 
Yi  in the second component are not identically the same unless a = 0. Hence, the GBC 
requires that there be no skew between the gratings. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

GBC Grating Beam Combiner 

HEL High-energy laser 

IR Infrared 

LODE Large Optics Demonstration Experiment 

OPD Optical path difference 

QWOT Quarter-wave optical  thickness 

SEM Scanning electron microscope 

TOCS Total  Optical  Control  System 

UV Ultraviolet 
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MISSION 
of 

Rome Air Development Center 
RAQC plain and executes research, development, test and 
selected acquisition programs in support o& Command, Control 
Communication* and Intelligence (C3I) activities.    Technical 
and engineering support uiithin ouzo* o{ technical competence, 
is provided to ESP Program O^ices  IPOs) and other ESO 
element*.    The principal technical mission areas axe 
communications,  electromagnetic guidance and control, sur- 
veillance o£ ground and aerospace objects, intelligence data 
collection and handling, information system technology, 
ionospheric propagation, solid state sciences, microwave 
physics and elect/ionic reliability, maintainability and 
compatibility. 
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